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The FB post breakdowns & flow charts in this doc are used to demonstrate how you can use your Facebook page to 
book strategy sessions and generate paid clients. Once you have the principles in order you are going to take someone 
who either a) You add as a Facebook Friend or they add you as a friend, b) Engages with your content on your personal 
FB page (by liking/hearting/commenting/sharing) and/or c) Asks to take you up on one of your offers/lead magnets to 
becoming one of your paid clients. I will put a summary of principals below to monetise your personal FB page, then give 
you the chat sequences to use and then breakdown my top performing FB posts, Enjoy! 

A Funnel with a booking 
call link  

If you have this you can have them fill 
out a form before they speak to you 
and book a call through a booking call 
link or they can book with you 
manually. A funnel is more advanced. 

Build Your Network  
Build your network by posting in 
15+ facebook groups/day is ideal 
and then funnel people 

Engaging Content
There are 8 main types of posts 
you should do on your Personal FB 
page to get maximum engagement. 
Sequence of posts is also 
important. See this section starting 
on page ____ in this doc.

Highly Effective Chat 
Sequences

You will see the chat sequences 
below to follow up people within 24 
hours so that we use to generate 
strategy calls from our content.

Brand Authority
Design your personal FB 
page so it demonstrates 
authority in what you do. 
Follow the next page & 
Brand section of the manual 
on how to do that.



 

The Following Chat Sequences are for purpose of using your Personal 
Facebook page to generate immediate strategy sessions.

Chat Sequence Templates



 

FollowUp Chat Sequence #1-For FRIENDS You Know That Engage In Your Facebook Post

Private Message Them as soon 
as you can after they engaged 
(within 24 hours)

Hey __________(name/brother/
mate/bro/lovely)! Thanks so 
much for liking/commenting on 
my post. How you been? ☺

Chat normally for a message or 
two

Awesome! whats your
plans for this year, have
you got some goals in mind
or some things you’re
looking to see happen? :) 

Option 1:That’s awesome would 
be great to hear about them! I 
was wandering if you were free 
to catch up and give you a call 
sometime today or tomorrow?   
(pick 2 days as options. E.g 
tomorrow or Wednesday)

Option 2: ‘sounds great! Would 
love to hear more! I’m offering a 
free 20 minute clarity coaching 
call where I help people to make 
the changes in their life they 
want and achieve their goals, 
would this be something you are 
interested in?’

If no…

If no response: love their 
posts a few times and see if 
that triggers them to write 
back. 

If yes….

Sounds good/great. What was 
your mobile? Mines 
__________. (Note: Once they 
give you their phone number)

Just wish them well 
and move on.

Or…

Note: Once they give you their phone number

Cool man/brother/lovely/ their name etc. Catch you then!   ☺



FollowUp Chat Sequence #2- For NEW Friends That Engage In Your Facebook Post



Personal Facebook page to  Follow Up Chat Sequence #3- For People That Engage In Your CTA Post

Private message them “Hey ________(name/brother/mate/bro/lovely)! Hows it going! Appreciate you taking up the 
opportunity! When is the best time to give you a call, are you free sometime today or 
tomorrow?” (Arrange a time to speak with them)

Once they give you their phone 
number..  

“Cool man/brother/lovely/ their name etc. Catch you then! “ 

(IF YOU HAVE A FORM FOR THEM TO FILL IN AND / 
OR FUNNEL) (Note: You can see mine at 
www.lukehawkinsofficial.com/quiz)

“Catch you then” :) 

“Awesome, if you can fill out this form for me, it will help give me a 
background of where you are at: (link to form or funnel here) “

“Sounds good/great. What was your mobile? Mines __________. “
“Sounds good/great. What was your 
mobile? Mines __________. “

IF YOU HAVE NO FORM TO 
FILL IN OR FUNNEL

http://www.lukehawkinsofficial.com/quiz
http://www.lukehawkinsofficial.com/quiz


 

FollowUp Chat Sequence #4- For People That Friend Request You

Private message them

Hey __________(their name/brother/mate/bro/lovely)! Hows it going Great to connect! I see you ________ (say what 
they are interested in/what they do based on their facebook profile)?”

“Cool how long have you been doing that for? Have you got 
some goals or things you’re working on?”

Start from Option 1 or Option 2 of Chat Sequence #1

Note: This chat sequence works however it will probably be more effective to message them after they have 
engaged with your posts first.



 

FollowUp Chat Sequence #5- For People That You Friend Request

Add someone who 
appears to be in your 
niche & Private 
message them, if they 
accept your request…

Send link and give them the steps to join: Awesome this is 
the link to click on to join: (give fb group link here). I will 
put the screenshots below of the steps to follow for your 
request to go through smoothly. Look forward to having you! 
(provide screenshots as shown the fb group chat 
sequences doc)

Hey ________(name/brother/mate/bro/lovely)! Hows it going! Great to connect! :)

If warm response If no or cold response

I see you ______ (mention what they are 
interested in/what they do based off their profile)? 
I love that!

If warm response

thats awesome! Well id love to invite you my free facebook 
group if you like where I share tips & content on 
_______(state what they are interested in), Let me know if 
you’d like to join and I can send you the invite link :) 

If Yes

Wish them an amazing day or 
like/love their posts to see if 
that triggers them to respond.



 

FollowUp Chat Sequence #6- For People That Respond to your FB/Instagram Polls

Poll Example: 
Would you like to..
A) love Yourself more
B) stop beating yourself 

up
C) Stop procrastinating
D) Find your passion/

purpose

If they respond…

Option 1: Hey _______(name/mate/bro/lovely etc), saw your response to my poll, thought I’d reach out. How you going?

If no or cold response

Wish them an amazing day or 
like/love their posts to see if 
that triggers them to respond.

If warm response

If warm response

Option 2: ‘ah I see. Would love to offer some free help 
with it if you like. I’m offering a free 20 minute clarity 
coaching call where I help people make the changes in 
their life they want and achieve their goals in this area, 
would this be something you are interested in?’

If no or cold response

Option 1: ah I see. Would be great to give 
you a call about it and offer some free help 
with it if you’re around sometime today or 
tomorrow? :)  (pick 2 days as options. E.g 
tomorrow or Wednesday)

Once you have a time to speak: Sounds good/
great. What was your mobile? Mines __________.

Once they give you their phone number: Cool man/
brother/lovely/ their name etc. Catch you then! ☺

(IF YOU HAVE A FORM FOR THEM TO FILL IN AND / OR FUNNEL)  
before you sign off say…’If you get a chance, could you fill out this quick form 
for me, it just helps me to get a good background : ) ‘ (link to form or funnel)

ah great to hear! Would love to hear more about 
your choice in the poll, Can you give me a bit 
more of an Idea of what your looking to see 
change in this area/achieve in this area? 



 

The 8 Types of Posts that get the highest engagement on Facebook 

See the pages below for the headlines, copy, images and 
breakdown of the 8 types of posts that get the highest 
engagement on facebook.



 

RELATABILITY POST EXAMPLE 1 (I Used To/Before To Now I/After)

Part 1
Benefit headline: This headline is designed to 
get attention and inspire curiosity so a lot of 
people click to read it.

Pain section: This part is designed to go 
through all the past negative behaviours/
problems I had that relates to what some of 
my target audience are experiencing now so I 
can relate to them.

Breakthrough moment: I put in a valuable 
lesson here which gives value. This is the 
truth I want my audience to get so they make 
the same decision I did so they follow what I 
want them to do.

Once again I am telling them my breakthrough 
through the power of my story. If they relate to 
it they will adopt the same belief/breakthrough 
realisation as me.



 

RELATABILITY POST EXAMPLE 1 (I Used To/Before To Now I/After)

Part 2

I show hardship here to squash their belief that they 
cant change and make their excuses look silly. I also 
show vulnerability here to show what I went through.

This was the solution that I want them to buy into. Its 
more ambiguous than specific but because I 
mentioned the course at the beginning and because I 
mention it later the solution is clear. I want them to 
make the same decision to buy into this solution. 
When the see the pleasure/ desired situation I created 
because of this solution they will want it too.

Here I show them the life I am living now. This is the 
‘pleasure’ section. I put things here that are as close 
as possible to the desired situation they want.



 

Sharing more of the things I know my audience wants. Note: 
Just know if you haven’t ‘raked in millions’ yet just share what 
you can. People relate to the internal changes you have made 
more than the external ones, so just share the internal changes 
if thats all you have for now.

Pacing what my audience is thinking as they read it. I know 
they may be thinking ‘i can’t do that’. Great copywriting 
involves writing what your audience is thinking as they read it 
so they feel you ‘get them.’

Using the brand power/authority of Oprah to reinforce what I’m 
saying. This is optional to use a strong brand to reinforce 
yours.

Sharing something inspirational here to connect to their spirit.



 

Part 4

Call to action: Now I am inviting them to my course to 
demonstrate this is the answer to get to their ideal situation 
which I now live. This is optional this part. You will probably get 
more likes if you dont mention your course but I went for it. 
Then at the bottom use hashtags of your course or what your 
brand is about if you want.  Notice in this paragraph also I 
make it about something greater than myself. This boosts likes 
even more because you are showing its not about significance, 
its about contribution.

Stating the number of days left till my course starts to create 
urgency. This is optional too.



 

Showed a pic of me before to prove 
and give evidence of where I was 

Showed a pic of me celebrating with a 
big class to show evidence of where I 

I put a promo video of my event in the 
post as well



 

RELATABILITY POST EXAMPLE 2

Captivating headlinePart 1

Am setting the scene, like a movie.

Key lesson/piece of value I want 
them to get

This is to demonstrate challenge/
hardship that may relate to my audience

This is to share parts of my journey I know they 
would be interested in based on what they value

This is all the things I know my audience needs 
to learn from me and I am proving by my results 
I have learnt it.



 

RELATABILITY POST EXAMPLE 2

Part 2
This is exactly what my audience would feel and 
I am stating through my story what I want them 
to do.

I want my audience to see me as authority. So I 
share a belief from a mentor, now I will back it 

up with evidence/proof

Evidence/proof of my statement

Now linking this to an altruistic purpose that 
demonstrates this is not amount money or 
myself, its about service and contribution. This 
builds greater connection with my audience.

Sharing words of inspiration and truth to help 
them recognise this power in themselves they 
have.

final statements to summarise the main lessons I 
want them to get so they can relate to me, see me 
as the authority and choose to invest with me.



 

RELATABILITY POST EXAMPLE 2

Part 3



LIFESTYLE  POST  THAT  HAS  RELATABILITY  EXAMPLE 1 (ShowingHolidays/Trips/Lifestyle etc)

Part 1

Part 2



EXAMPLE 2

Part 1

Part 2



 

ROLE MODEL POST EXAMPLE 1 (A Photo With You & A Role Model/Authority/Celebrity/

Headline is designed to capture attention

Paragraph to add value & inspire

Using some relatability by sharing a story

Who I am & what I stand for. Making it altruistic, about a purpose greater 
than myself that people can connect to.

Powerful quote

Using urgency & scarcity



 

ROLE MODEL POST EXAMPLE 2 (A Photo Just Of You)

This one got over 500 likes and 230 comments. It was:  
-Altruistic (about something greater than myself) 
-Relatable (from nothing to something)  
-Used a strong brand to link to mine 
-Shows authority (it’s expensive to be at this event & I’m 
on a red carpet) 
-Gives value through inspiring words 
-Is vulnerable- shows me being human. 

This shows exclusivity given the size of the 
brand and to be at a perceived exclusive event.

3 inspirations statements my audience also 
believes and would resonate with, if someone 
agrees with something the like it.

2 inspirational quotes that my audience would 
also resonate with. I finish with a final sentence 
to magnify the significance of what it meant.

1 sentence to show the before and after- from 
‘nothing’ to ‘something’. This creates relatibility 
and connection.



 

VALUE  ADDED  POST  WITH  CTA  (Call To Action)

I’m just missing a call to action here, but a call to action 
would be: 
“I’ve got 2 Spots for a clarity coaching call to remove the 
sabotage of the mind and awaken the potential of you 
through your spirit! 
Message me or comment ‘Success’ below to jump on this!”

Inspirational quotes that would resonate with my 
audience as they value Growth and they believe 
in overcoming challenges.

A ‘high chunk’ hypnotic sentence that causes 
them to reflect inside of themselves what that 
force may be

Final lesson and piece of value my audience 
would agree with and make them feel good 
about themselves



 

SOCIAL PROOF / SUCCESS STORY / TESTIMONIAL  POST

I do other ones where I get the person to send me a 
Facebook Message, then I: 

1. Upload it on Snapchat and underline the most powerful 
words and then put a dark circle around the post by shrinking 
it with my fingers after I have uploaded it as a story. 

2. I put it as a Facebook Post, then in my Facebook and 
Instagram Stories.



 

CELEBRATION POST (When Someone Signs Up To Your Product Or Service)

Notice I grabbed some balloons to capture attention

First sentence designed to capture attention and 
energy.

A lot of my audience Also believe they have a big 
mission so this will resonate with them



  CELEBRATION POST THAT’S  FUNNY  TO  GET  ATTENTION

I have utilised what is going on in the world when everyone 
was buying toilet paper to create humour and attention.

I am Showing urgency by how many spots I am selling

Using a play on words to create humour. You want to mix 
it up and not make every post you do serious.

Sharing what they will get out of my course which is what I 
know my audience would value

Another play on words because I knew my audience would 
like this and it aligns with my ‘humorous’ sales theme. 

Posts with photos always generally do better on posts like 
these. 



  CTA  POST GIVING  AN  IRRESISTIBLE OFFER  EXAMPLE  1  

Headline designed to capture attention

Scarcity

Qualifying my audience who it is for

Creating urgency and scarcity

Photo shows me as an authority with 
an audience in front of me. There is 
also a headline to get attention for 
what I want my audience to do.



  CTA  POST GIVING  AN  IRRESISTIBLE OFFER  EXAMPLE  2 

Note: Here I didn’t say specifically what the irresistible offer was but it is implied when I 
ask a question of what my target audience really wants. I later messaged the ones that 
commented and sent them a link to book a call and fill out a jot form that qualifies them.

Call To Action

Irresistible offer for 
my target market



THE  ‘JOINT  FB  LIVE’  PROMO  POST  
This is a mock post I created for everyone so you could see what I would post if i was promoting a hint facebook live. I plan to do these in the future and I believe they would 
help you gain mass attention and really connect with your target audience. I also believe it would generate a lot of interest from your target audience in what you do. You simply 
need to do these with your past or current clients, or someone who has a mass following and they have a lot of your target audience on their social media. The only thing that is 
missing in this post is. aphid of myself and the guest and our names and the time of the live. I recommend you create a photo like that on canvas and include that in the post. I 
would also promote this on all my stories on both insta and FB and all social media platforms.

Give this person mass authority & credibility.

Headline includes the desire of my target audience to 
grab attention. I used ‘lingojam.com' to use a different 
font to stand out.

Share enough of his journey to make him relatable to 
my audience and say what program he is doing to 

Share exactly what your audience is interested in and 
what your audience would value. Spark curiosity.

Build excitement & anticipation.

Say who this is for so it calls out your audience

Give the details of the live and say where it is. You could also 
do these in a FB group and give them the link to your group so 

they can catch it live there and join your group.

http://lingojam.com
http://lingojam.com

